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Abstract
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) network plays a prominent role
in this pandemic era. Nowadays UAVs are applied in various
applications like military, civil etc. This article works on the Search and
Rescue application part. UAV networks are applied in search and
rescue operations in order to find the missing people in Hill areas. Due
to false data dissemination attacks some UAVs in the network will lost
the data so the rescue will become an issue. In order to detect those
attacks this work uses Feed Forward Neural network with
backpropagation algorithm. This work experiments chosen optimizers
to get the accurate detection of attack and compares the results among
the optimizers All the more explicitly this examination did in the DelayTolerant based Decentralized Multi-Layer UAV ad-hoc organization
Assisting VANET (DDMUAV) design utilizing Opportunistic Network
Environment (ONE) test system.

1.1.2 Low False Window Size Injection Attack:
The low false window size injection attack, the window size
has been falsified by the attacker less than the connection can
actually offer, the link with low bandwidth data will produces
underutilization and the throughput of the DDMUAV network
will lessening [8].
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The DDMUAV architecture provides store - carry and forward
mechanism which in turn reduces packet drops in search and
rescue applications. The Fig.1 provides the DDMUAV
architecture with U2U, U2V, V2U and U2G links for
communications [3]. There are three groups of nodes in this
architecture, they are ground station, backbone DTN UAVs, next
layer DTN UAVs. There will be fully enabled VANET is always
available with the architecture. Binary Spray and Wait with
controlled replication protocol are used for routing packets, and
for mobility this work employs random waypoint mobility model
with high-speed interface [7] [13] [16].
Authors done a security analysis of cyber-attack classification
for UAV networks and identified that False data Dissemination
attack is most vulnerable in the article [18], and in this paper
works on one of the False data Dissemination attack that is Low
false Window Size injection attack.

Uplink communication

Next layer DTN UAV’S
Backbone DTN UAV’S

Downlink communication
Vehicles
Control information
Scheduling information

Fig.1. DDMUAV Architecture
False window size injection

High False Window size
injection attack

Low False Window size
injection attack

Fig.2. Classification of False Window size injection attack

1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE WORK

1.1 FALSE WINDOW SIZE INJECTION ATTACK

The primary objective of this article is to find the best
optimizer on DFFNN with Backpropagation to detect false
window size injection attack on DDMUAV network architecture
to get best detection rate.

False Window size injection attack is a sub class of False data
Dissemination attack this will depicted in the Fig.2, where this
work concentrates on Low False Window size injection attack [4]
- [6].
1.1.1 High False Window Size Injection Attack:

2. BACKGROUND STUDY

The high false window size injection attack, the window size
has been falsified by the attacker more than the connection can
actually offer. So that, the link will be allocated with the added
traffic information. It will cause overcrowding with highest delay
and drops the packets [8].

Brandon et al. [10], through simulation analysed the behaviour
of post-attack in the autopilot system and they have analysed the
cyber-attack exposures in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
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Sedjelmaci et al. [2] based on Belief approach a threat
estimation model is projected by the authors, and promptly
detecting these attacks, cyber detection mechanism was
introduced, since categorizing a genuine vehicle as an attacker
and attacker as a genuine vehicle might compromises the efficacy
of the safety system while diminishing false negatives and
positive rates is a main problem.
Sedjelmaci et al. [3] proposed attack identification and
responding methods for UAV networks, applied mutual
monitoring techniques to classify the attacks.
Abbaspour et al. [1], in sensors of an UAV networks, authors
detected the injected faults and used adaptive neural network. In
order to update the weight, the authors used an embedded Kalman
filter (EKF). Results good detection rate.
Wu et al. [17] in order to detect the attacks authors used the
methods in Deep Learning and compared the results with the
currently available methods and finally discusses a performance
improvement method of the attack detection in deep learning
methods.
Weiy et al. [14] demonstrated the impact of wrong data
injection attacks and using NS-2 simulator tool, simulated wrong
data injection attacks in UAV networks. The Table.1 provides the
background study of the work.
Vanitha et al. [18] shown a security analysis of cyber-attack
classification for UAV networks and identified that False data
Dissemination attack is most vulnerable. Vanitha et al. [19]
applied the EDFFNN method to detect the wrong bandwidth
injection attack in Centralised UAV communication network
architecture.

backpropagation procedure with various optimizers. The best
optimizer is identified and compared the results with other
optimizers [15].

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This work utilizes the Deep feed forward neural organization
with a backpropagation strategy for preparing and furthermore
distinguishing the False window Size injection attack [9][17].

3.1 THREAT MODEL
UAVs are considered for rich applications like search and
rescue. False data injection, message corruption like cyber-attacks
can root solemn consequences and disturb the projects upheld by
DDMUAVs in the operations of search and rescue. In this article,
the writers have made a dangerous model that injects the low false
window size in the packet of TCP header window size [19]. The
nodes with buffer size less than 100 packets are termed as low
window size injected node in this simulated network.

3.2 PREPARING DFFNN WITH BPNN PROCESS
Step 1: Set the number of layers, inputs, Hidden neurons and the
yield in the architecture
Step 2: Choose a learning rate  and set small random values to
all weights and biases, naturally  [-1, 1].
Step 3: Perform training repeat until expiry criteria fulfilled and
throughout the network increase it (Forward movement)
and the actual output has been calculated.
a. Take Inputs, multiplied by weights, summated
b. Sigmoid activation function used for compress.
c. Individual neuron in subsequent layer, output is
passed, after the output layer adjust weights and
waged back (backward movement) using chosen
optimizer.
The Eq.(1)-Eq.(5) shows the formula for calculating
activation, output, derivative, error and updating weight,
activation_function = sum(weight * inputi) + bias
(1)
-activation_ function
output = 1/(1+e
)
(2)
transfer_derivative = output * (1-output)
(3)
error = (expected - output) * transfer_derivative(output) (4)
General weight updation formula is shown in Eq.(5),
update_weight = weight + learning rate * error * input (5)
This work makes use of adaptive optimizers to update weights.
The following section provides the detail explanation of
optimizers. The Fig.3 shows the work flow of the training of the
proposed algorithm. Pictorial representation of the algorithm is
available in Fig.3.

Table.1. Background Study
Techniques used

Outcomes

Examined the Cyber Attack Through simulation, analyze the
Weaknesses for UAVs [10] post-attack behaviors.
SVM based technique
against Cyber – Attacks [2]

Identification pace of 93 % and
false positives rates become low.

A Bayesian Game-Theoretic Results in Low false positive rates
Methodology for IDE frame and communication overhead with
work [3]
High detection rate of attacks.
Simulated wrong data
Wrong bandwidth injection attack
injection attacks in UAV
on performance of the UAV
networks using
network has been proved.
Network Simulator tool [14]
From KDD-NSL dataset, authors
Deep neural network model chosen 6 features form 41
for network IDS has been
features. Conducted experiment in
built [5]
SDN environment, flow-based
anomaly discovery.
embedded Kalman filter
(EKF) is used to update the
weight [1]

Detection rate is good

3.3 OPTIMIZER
In deep learning model, reduce the cost function optimizer
algorithms were used. By assessing the gradient of nodes, the
process typically accomplished and minimizes it iteratively. The
various optimization algorithms in the deep learning arena, Adam
is the most popular in Deep Learning methods. Still, there are

This article presents various wrong data injection attacks on
DMUAV network architecture specifically Low window size
injection attack, then the networks traffic is monitored and
analysed using the Deep Feed Forward Neural Network with
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plenty of optimizers to choose. This article chooses Adam,
Adagrad and RMSprop to compare detection accuracy that
receive from each optimizer. The Fig.4 shows the optimizers
chosen for weight updation [2].

rate of each weight will ultimately be lessening to a very small
rate till training does not occur pointedly is the problem.
3.3.2 RMSProp:
In RMSProp works on the cache updating plan. Formula for
updating cache is available in Eq.(8), presents a new parameter,
the decay rate (γ).

Initialize inputs

Initialize Weight and Bias
values randomly

cachenew =  * cacheold

Present input and calculate
the output

2

The γ value is about 0.99 or 0.9. The square of gradients gets
added at a very deliberate rate compared to adagrad, for each and
every update. The weight is updated similar to adagrad, but
eventually the learning rate does not falloff rapidly, so allow
training to last for lengthier.

Back Propagation
Algorithm

3.3.3 Adam:

Optimize Weight
Value by
Optimizers

Error=Difference between
Expected output and Actual
output

  ( Loss ) 
+ (1 −  ) * 
  (W ) 
old 


Adam is a combination of RMSProp with Momentum. By
using the cache, adam performs gathering the gradients by
calculating momentum and changing the learning rate. Calculate
momentum (m) value, at the current point. The Eq.(9) represents
the adam momentum update formula,

mnew = 1 * mold + (1 − 1 ) *

If(Error=thre
shold value)

 ( Loss )

(9)

 (Wold )

Next, compute the gathered cache calculation in Eq.(10), it is
accurately the equal as it is in RMSProp:

cachenew = 2 * cacheold

Stop Training
Fig.3. DFFNN with Backpropagation with Optimizers

Wnew = Wold −

RMSprop

Adagrad is termed as adaptive gradient. This optimizer
changes the learning rate  for each update. Each and every
weight has its individual cache value, till the present point, that
gathers the squares of the gradients. Cache is calculated using
below Eq.(6):
2

(6)

As the training growths, the cache will remain to rise in rate.
The weight update method is as tracks:


cachenew + 

*

 ( Loss )
 (Wold )

cachenew + 

* mnew

(11)

The proposed model has been evaluated using the confusion
matrix and the results are tabulated in the table. The following are
the components of confusion matrix,
• True Positives (TP): Correctly classified malicious packets
count.
• True Negatives (TN): Correctly classified normal packets
count.
• False Positives (FP): Count of the regular packets
erroneously classified as malicious.
• False Negatives (FN): Count of the malicious packets
incorrectly classified as normal.
This work measures the true positive rates and the false
positive rates to estimate the classification performance. Here are
the pre-owned assessment measurements: The True Positive Rate
(TPR), False Positive Rate (FPR) and Detection Rate (DR).
Eq.(12)-Eq.(14) shows the formula for calculating the metrics,

3.3.1 Adagrad:

Wnew = Wold +



3.4 EVALUATION METRICS

Fig.4. Optimizers for Deep Learning

cachenew = cacheold

(10)

For training neural networks model, Adam achieves better
results than any other optimizer. In this article for Adam, the
suggested constraints are1e-8 for , 0.9 for β1 and 0.99 for β2.

Adam

  ( Loss ) 
+
  (W ) 
old 


2

Now the final weight update formula is in Eq.(11),

Optimizers

Adagrad

  ( Loss ) 
+ (1 − 2 ) * 
  (W ) 
old 


(7)

The learning rate () continuously changes throughout the
training. In order to avoid division by zero,  is used. The learning
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TNR =

TP
*100
TN + FP

(12)

DR =

TP
*100
TP + FN

(13)

FPR =

FP
*100
TN + FP

(14)

Fig.5. Traffic analysis with Low bandwidth injection attack

The classifier suggests 0 or 1, if it is 0 then the result is normal
packet or it is the attack packet.

4. EXPERIMENT
DISCUSSIONS

RESULTS

AND

To simulate the Secure and Communication Efficient Delay
Tolerant based decentralized multi-layer UAV assisting VANET
(DDMUAV) architecture Opportunistic Network Environment
(ONE) Simulator is used. Simulation parameters are displayed in
the Table.2. The results of proposed DFFNN with
backpropagation algorithm using different optimizers will be
compared. This work computes the FPR, TPR, DR. The Fig.6
shows the sample dataset.
The Fig.5 shows the simulated experiment of the network
architecture and Fig.6 shows the traffic data from simulated
experiments and of the simulated experiments [11] [12].

Fig.6. Sample Traffic Data
85
84
83
82

TPR

81

Table.2. Simulation Parameters
Parameter name
Simulator tool used
Simulation area size
Simulation time
Mobility model used
UAV number
Speed/Velocity
Link Layer
configuration
Type of the Protocol

Value

80
79
78

ONE Simulator
5000×5000 m2
1000 secs
Random waypoint mobility model
15
50 to 100 km/h

77
76

Adagrad

RMSPROP

Adam

Optimizer Algorithm
Fig.7. True Positive Rate

802.11 b

18

TCP
DTN routing (Binary Spray and Wait with
Routing technique
controlled replication)
Transmission range 100 m
Packet Size
256 bytes
Buffer size
100 packets
Total packets
500 Packets

16
14
12

FPR

10
8
6
4
2
0

Adagrad

RMSPROP

Adam

Optimizer Algorithm
Fig.8. False Positive Rate
It is observed that the detection of attacks through DFFNN back
propagation algorithm with Adam optimizer is respectable and it
provides decent outcomes in detection rate, true positive rate and
true negative rate. Adam optimizer provides 1.77% of
improvement in true positive rate, 9% of improvement in false
positive rate and 4.157% of improvement in detection rate
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compared to RMSprop optimizer. The results from Table.3 shows
that Adam optimizer is the best optimizer for updating weights in
detecting false window size injection attack.
[4]
85
84
83

[5]

82

FPR

81
80
79

[6]

78
77
76

Adagrad

RMSPROP

Adam

[7]

Optimizer Algorithm
Fig.9. Detection Rate

[8]

The Fig.7-Fig.9 show that, in the case of detection rate the
adam optimizer provides highest rate and adagrad provides lowest
rate and the RMSprop provides moderate rate. In the case of TPR
adam optimizer provides 83.95% and RMSprop and adagrad
provides 82.46%, 78.74% respectively. The best optimizer which
provides lowers FPR, from our experiment it is proved that adam
optimizer is the best with the lowest FPR compared to other two
optimizers adagrad and RMSprop.

[9]

[10]

5. CONCLUSION

[11]

Due to the cyber-attacks like false data dissemination attacks,
the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) network got into trouble in
search and rescue like operations. In order to avoid those attacks,
detection of the attacks at the earliest with accuracy is important.
This work employs Feed Forward Neural network with
backpropagation algorithm with the chosen optimizers, in order
to identify the best optimizer for attack detection. This work
experiments chosen optimizers to get the accurate detection of
attack and compares the results among the optimizers. More
specifically this investigation carried out in DDMUAV
architecture using ONE simulator. The experiment result shows
that among the picked streamlining agents Adagrad, RMSprop,
and Adam, Adam is the best enhancer which gives a great
detection rate, true positive rate, and low false-positive rates.

[12]

[13]

[14]
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